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Dear friends,

'Es totals chriisi miisi' is Swiss German for all mixed up - it came
into one of the sketches presented by the 'units' at the end of the
youth training session. The Swiss Germans present appreciated hearing
their mother tongue from the platform - a rare event. And I must
confess that my head is still spinning from these rich and rewarding
days, movingly punctuated with decisions and determination to set new
trends. The weather too seems rather mixed up — we have gone from one
of the wettest springs on record to autumn with hardly a trace of
summer. Woollen sweaters are 'de rigeur'. But we must not give up
hope; perhaps summer is still to comel

Monday saw 'units' walking, swimming, climbing, picnicking,
getting to know each other better, and relaxing. Communication was not
always easy. In my unit, which included equal numbers of Japanese (who
spoke little but Japanese), Dutch, and Germans, and a willing Japanese
translator who only understood English, it took time to transmit even
the simplest thought. Yet so many said that they had come to learn
about the world, to meet other peoples and races - an aim that would
have been frustrated had we planned language groups.

A young French professional pianist gave a concert, linked with
the theme of new trends in music, explaining and discussing with his
audience. He left from here to play Stockhausen in the presence of

^  Stockhausen at a music festival. Then later in the week, a young
Filipino dancer and artist, Genis Ibot, (who was with 'Song of Asia')
came specially from London, at his own expense, to present a much
applauded evening of Filipino history, culture, music, dancing and
faith.

Then we have continued to have a string of unexpected guests, for
a few hours or days. During the short time Genis was with us, his
ambassador from Bern, driving through Montreux, was intrigued by the
extraordinary building he could see up above, and decided to come and
have a closer look. Met in front of the house by a Malaysian, the
ambassador and his party were soon inside for a visit. The ambassador
hopes to be represented during the dialogue of the continents here in
August, when Genis has agreed to come again to present his show. We
have also had the visit for several days of two South Africans who had
taken part in the much—reported meetings in Dakar, Senegal, between a
group of 50 or more Afrikaners and some of the ANC. Another old friend
here with his wife and three children is Osman Ibrahim Shum, who was
with 'Anything to Declare?'. He shared movingly of his decisions in
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